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The Kossuth Hungarian Notes Issued
"in. Emigration" 1850-1866

By DR. MICHAEL KUPA

Budapest, Hungary

I. Even though exiled, Lajos (Louis) Kossuth never
doubted that the political situation vis-a-vis the Hapsburg
monarchy would again make possible another struggle
for Hungarian independence. Therefore, while in Turkey
he distributed an issue of fund-raising notes known as
NYUGTAVANY (acquittance) for a NEMZETI KOLC-
SON (national loan) dated 1st September 1851 and
bearing different handwritten indications of value.
Kossuth signed them in facsimile as governor in the
name of the nation. As the previous Kossuth notes,
these were "future" legal tender.

II. In the United States and with the permission of
the U. S. government, Kossuth established a "Hungarian
Fund" and issued a series of promissory notes in dollar
denominations. They were printed by Danforth, Bald &
Co. of New York and Philadelphia.

The first issue consisted of $1, $5 and $10 notes with
handwritten date 1st January 1852 and bearing a
facsimile signature, as well as $50 and $100 notes per-
sonally autographed by L. Kossuth. The entire text is
in English.

The second issue consisted of the same denominations
dated 2nd February 1852. The date was printed on the
$1, $5, and $10 notes, while it was handwritten on the
$50 and $100. Also, the signature treatment was the
same as for the first issue.

A third issue with handwritten date of 1 July 1852
consisted only of $50 and $100 denominations. These
were hand-signed by L. Kossuth.

All notes were printed in sheets of three. Of the $1
note the series A B C, A2 B2 C2, and A3 B3 C3 are
known. The $5 comes only in series A B; the $10 in
series A.

The $5 and $10 notes were printed 5 5 and 10 on
a sheet, while the $50 and $100 were printed 50 50 100.
Therefore, the $50 exists in series A B, but the $100
only as A.

All were printed in black on thin white paper in a
size of 200 x 103 mm. Uncut sheets are known.

III. In 1852 Kossuth promulgated another group of
notes printed in the Hungarian language by Toppan,
Carpenter, Casilear & Co. of Philadelphia. They were
signed in facsimile by Lajos Kossuth. Dates and serial
numbers were evidently written in by hand. The follow-
ing notes are known in yellowish white and bluish white
colors:

1 (EGY) Forint in silver—black print, 190 x 82 mm.
2 (KET) Forint in silver—black print, 188 x 82 mm.
5 (OT) Forint in silver—black print, 198 x 100 mm.

A reproduction of the type of note issued by Kossuth's
sons.

Kossuth note issued in Turkey.

The suppressed Kossuth note printed in London.
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Kossuth notes issued in America.Examples of the Hungarian-language
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The one and two Forint notes were printed on a sheet
with four specimens in A B C D and E F G H series,
while the five Forint were printed on a three-specimen
plate in A B C and D E F series. Uncut sheets are
known.

IV. The last notes were printed in London in 1860-61
in the Hungarian language on white watermarked paper.
The watermark consisted of the Hungarian state arms,
the value indication, and the word RESURGO (revolt

against) . The notes were signed by Kossuth in facsimile
"in the name of the nation." They are undated but
have the value indication in German, Slovak, Roumanian
and Serbian as well as Hungarian.

These notes were made secretly in anticipation of a
continuation of the freedom movement, which never
materialized. At the request of the Austrian emperor,
the entire quantity of notes except for five or six
specimens were confiscated and burned at the Bank of
England.
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The $1 denomination of the English-language Hungarian Fund notes issued 2nd
February 1852.

1 Forint in silver, black print on white paper, 122 x
95 mm.

2 Forint in silver, red print on white paper, 120 x
96 mm.

5 Forint in silver, green print on white paper, 121 x
96 mm.

V. A hopeful turn of events in the European political
situation induced Kossuth's sons to issue, from entirely
new plates, another series dated 1st July 1866 and
signed in facsimile by their father. The notes were de-
signated KINCSTARUTALVANY and KINCSTARJEGY
(state treasury note).

Specimens from the original printing are not
known; from the plates were pulled reprints as follows:

2 valtO garas (groats) 85 x 60 mm.

2 valtO garas (groats) 86 x 60 mm. (drawing vari-
ation)

10 valtO garas (groats) 89 x 62 mm.
1 magyar forint (Hungarian florin) 93 x 53 mm.
1 magyar forint (Hungarian florin) 94 x 63 mm.

(drawing variation)

The denominations indicate the value in silver as well
as paper.

(Editor's Note: A manuscript by Cliff Murk on the
Kossuth notes indicates that the sons' issues were made
in Turin, Italy. Murk also wrote that Kossuth was
lionized in the United States. He fathered the fad for
the Kossuth soft hat with a large black ostrich feather.
According to Murk, by the amnesty of 1867, Kossuth
could have returned to his homeland but chose to live
his life out in Italy.)

Indian Paper Money
By Parmeshwari Lal Gupta

(Continued from No. 59)

Government of India Notes

The denominations in which the currency notes were
issued by the Government varied from time to time. The
Act of 1861 authorised a minimum denomination of Rs. 10.
After the enactment in 1862, notes were issued in amounts
of Rs. 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 and 1,000. But soon it was
realised that without a smaller denomination, they might
not reach the poor class of people and circulation could
not grow wide. But it took some time before Government
could decide to lower the minimum denomination to five
rupees. In 1871, it passed an Act to this effect. Next
year a note of a higher denomination of Rs. 10,000 was
also issued. But this note was issued by the banks as

reserve rather than as a mode of circulation. In 1910,
twenty-rupees notes were discontinued.

The first Government of India notes were issued on the
1st March 1862; but according to R. Leader, who quotes
Sten as the source of his information, these notes were
dated 1860. 3 What the design and format of these early
notes were, is not known to me; but it may be said that
it had the portrait of Queen Victoria as one of its com-
ponents. This first design was changed in 1867.

(To be continued)
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